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ACACiA7



Inspired by the ancient baobab, the table collection is made of rattan poles fastened 

together to create sculptural and fluid contours. The natural and raw assemblage of rattan 

is a striking contrast to the solid metal top.

Left page: 

Acacia dining table in natural with Leaf side chairs  in lime green and 

moss green.

Right page: 

Acacia coffee table high and low in white finish beside noodle loveseat.

ACACIA



AMAYA9



Its design inspired by fish traps, the Amaya dining table projects an aura of a vortex 

trapped within a cylinder. 

Indoor version in abaca and steel.

Left page: 

Amaya dining table in brown with Parchment armchairs.

Right page: 

Amaya details.

AMAYA



BALOu11



Balou exudes comfort at first glance. The collection exhibits an amiable roundness that 

assures a pleasant seating experience. The airy weave balances the full forms with a light 

and breezy look.

Made of abaca, rattan, nylon and steel. 

BALOU

Left page: 

Balou sofa, easy armchair and coffee tables in natural.

Right page: 

Balou easy armchair and ottoman in natural.



BLOOM13



BLOOM

Welcome to the organic 

beauty of the garden indoors. 

Inspired by a delicate blossom, 

the Bloom is composed 

of hundreds of fine 

running stitches that radiate 

from the center of the seat. 

Handmade in microfiber 

stitched over a fiberglass 

reinforced top, Bloom sprouts 

from a base made of steel.

Made of microfiber, steel and 

fiberglass reinforced polymer.

Available in fixed

and swivel versions.

Shown left:

Bloom in yellow and 

moss green with Giza end 

table low in a living area.

Shown right:

Bloom in differrent color

and perspective.

yellowtangerinemuted red

lime green moss green cobalt blue black



CABARET15



The Cabaret wraps you in the warmth of its fabric layers like an oversized knit sweater. 

The innovative knotting and weaving technique used in the design lends sophistication to 

every room.

CABARET

Left page: 

Cabaret easy armchairs highback and lowback, sofa highback, coffee 

and end tables in plum with an accent of Chiquita stools.

Right page: 

Cabaret easy armchairs highback and lowback, sofa highback, coffee 

and end tables in plum.
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CABARET

Left page: 

Cabaret bed in plum.

Right page: 

Cabaret bed in plum.



CHiquiTA19



CHIQUITA

The Chiquita has a secret 

to tell, but only for those 

fortunate enough to enjoy 

it’s charms. Rigid and 

uncomfortable looking 

vertical sections of rattan 

poles unexpectedly recede 

into the seat for a pleasant 

surprise and a sitting 

experience like no other.

Made of steel, rattan poles 

and high density foam.

Shown left:

Chiquita stool in black, sky 

blue and silver.

Shown here:

Chiquita in different color.

muted red

tangerine

chocolate brown

blackpearl white

silver

sky blue

denim blue



CROiSSANT21



CROIssAnT

The distinctive shape of the 

Croissant collection 

promotes a posture of leisure, 

its low arms beckoning 

to be reclined upon.

Made of abaca tied over a 

hand-sculpted frame.

Shown here:

Croissant sofa,

easy armchairs and

large coffee table 

all in brown. 
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CROIssAnT

Left page: 

Croissant sofa and easy armchair with large coffee table in brown.

Right page: 

Croissant easy armchairs with end table in brown.



DRAgNET25



Inspired by fishermen’s nets and created from fabric twisted and wrapped around a 

stainless steel frame, the Dragnet lounge chair surrounds you like a cocoon.

Made of polycotton and stainless steel.

dRAgnET

Left page: 

Dragnet lounge chair and end table in bright red.

Right page: 

Dragnet dining table and leaf chair in black.



ELLiE27



ELLIE

Ellie stands tall and proud of 

its pristine fiberglass antlers. 

Its body made of Hong Kong 

splits sits atop four legs of 

maple wood. 

The comfy cushion covered in 

muslin is warm and inviting.

Shown left:

Ellie armchair.

Shown here:

Ellie side chair.



FREYA29



Strikingly bold and simple forms with exquisite surfaces characterize our Freya collection 

of tables.

FREYA

Left page: 

Freya rectangular dining table in natural finish with Kawayan side chair 

in whitewash.

Right page: 

Freya writng desk in dark brown with Parchment armchair 

in heather beige.



HARRY31



HARRY

A rocking stool 

topped in microfiber 

strips stitched to 

interchangeable covers, 

Harry will bring out 

the child in everyone.

Shown here:

Harry rocking stool

in differrent colors.
yellow lime green

muted red brown black

moss green
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jUnIpER

Its unique silhouette casting 

shade all its own, Juniper 

stars a fervent upgrowth of 

branches and arresting angles.

Made of oak.

Shown left:

Juniper joined as a divider 

in a living area.

Shown right:

Juniper in differrent 

configurations and sizes.

Small Small + medium + small

Medium + small + mediumMedium



KABuKi35



The Kabuki is crafted using hand carved high density fiberboard 

to resemble bamboo stalks. It is then finished in several layers, entirely by hand.

kABUkI

Left page: 

Kabuki bed with nite table and high dresser in brown.

Right page: 

Kabuki four door cabinet in brown.
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kABUkI

Left page: 

Kabuki buffet cabinet in brown.

Right page: 

Kabuki dresser in brown.



LA LuNA39



Shell of rattan core and jute, 
chair is packed with foam and 

woven in rattan strips.

Shown here:

La Luna easy armchair and 

ottoman in ash.

LA LUnA



LOLAH41



Created using traditional boat-building techniques, the Lolah is constructed of thin rattan 

strips cut with planer knives and fastened over a light rattan frame.

LOLAH

Left page: 

Lolah capsule, easy armchair and end table in whitewash, Lolah sofa and 

coffee table in brown.

Right page: 

Lolah capsule two-seater,  oval coffee tables in whitewash and Oasis 

lounge chair in whitewash.
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LOLAH

Left page: 

Lolah bar cabinet in dark brown.

Right page: 

Lolah buffet cabinet in dark brown.



LuLu45



The Lulu collection embraces your back with a nest-like form, curving deep as it ends 

in a plump cushion. The traditional abaca weave, bound by nylon around steel, gives a 

cozy feel to its indoor variety. It comes in brown and whitewash.

LULU

Left page: 

Lulu easy armchairs and end table in brown. 

Right page: 

Lulu easy armchairs and end table in brown. 



MANOLO47



Inspired by the seductive curves of a woman’s sandal, Manolo’s sinuous lines channel 

sensuality not unlike that of a come-hither prance.

Manolo is created of rattan vines hand-tied over a steel frame and bound with rattan 

strips.

MAnOLO

Left page: 

Manolo dining table and club chairs in brown.

Right page: 

Manolo easy armchairs and end table in brown.



MATiLDA49



The Matilda relies on a minimal skeletal rattan frame and thick rattan strips to create a 

strong, tight structure that applies the same principle as woven basket.

MATILdA

Left page: 

Matilda sofa, easy armchair, easy chair, and end table in brown. Kaja in 

whitewash.

Right page: 

Matilda sofa weaving details.



NOODLENOODLE51



Resembling spilt noodles or random doodles; the Noodle displays the excitement 

inherent in the accidents that drive the imagination. Its wild and fluid lines, made in 

rattan around steel, celebrate the occasion of chance.

nOOdLE

Left page: 

Noodle armchairs in brown and Freya rectangular dining table.

Right page: 

Noodle armchairs in different colors and Freya round dining table.
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nOOdLE

Left page: 

Noodle loveseat in brown, easy armchairs in rose and Freya end table 

and coffee table.

Right page: 

Noodle easy armchairs in brown and Enoki end table.



PARCHMENT55



Like worn out pages of an old book, the edges and surfaces of the Parchment table and 

cabinet collection show the natural effect of time and the elements. Custom cut wood 

veneers are laminated in layers, and handrubbed to a natural finish. The chairs from the 

same collection are inspired by bound manuscripts and feature removable covers that can 

be machine washed.

pARCHMEnT

Left page: 

Parchment sofa in navy blue, easy armchairs in spa and bay brown. Nyala 

end table high and low in copper. Gobi end and coffee tables.

Right page: 

Parchment buffet cabinet regular and bar cabinet.
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pARCHMEnT

Left page: 

Parchment dining table and easy armchairs in spa and canvas.

Right page: 

Parchment details.



PigALLE59



The inspiration behind Pigalle stems from a classic source: the very contours of a 

woman’s body.

Strands of abaca rope are individually hand-tied with more 3000 knots over a hand-

sculpted steel frame.

pIgALLE

Left page: 

Pigalle easy armchair in brown.

Right page: 

Pigalle barstools in brown.



RAPuNZEL61



Settle into Rapunzel and let a story emerge from beneath the fine wool braids or escape 

from the castle to the outdoors using polypile fabric. Thick hand-coiled upholstered 

foam curves over a steel frame.

RApUnzEL

Left page: 

Rapunzel loveseat in cahrcoal gray and easy armchair in plum with Tria 

end table.

Right page: 

Rapunzel easy armchair and end table in plum.



SuZY WONg63



The woven panels create 

a feeling of intimacy as you 

and your guests indulge in 

conversation or tea.

The Suzy Wong collection is 

made of natural materials: 

abaca, rattan and maple or 

lampakanai, rattan and walnut.

Shown here:

Suzy Wong loveseat, 

easy armchairs highback, and 

coffee table in natural walnut.

sUzY wOng
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sUzY wOng

Left page: 

Suzy Wong bed in dark brown.

Right page: 

Suzy Wong entertainment console in dark brown.
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sUzY wOng

Left page: 

Suzy Wong buffet cabinet in natural walnut.

Right page: 

Suzy Wong cabinets in dark brown.



TiLT69



TILT

The Tilt chair is handmade in 

our workshops to very precise 

standards by our best wood 

craftsman.

The pieces are individually cut, 

sanded and joined at different 

angles to create a work of 

art that celebrates masterful 

joinery. The Tilt pays homage 

to the century-old tradition of 

woodworking.

Shown left:

Tilt easy armchair 

with pebble coffee table 

medium and end table high. 

Shown right:

Tilt easy armchairs

in different angles.



TROPEZ | KAJA71



Split rattan molded into oversized armrests punctuates the minimalist silhouette of 

the Tropez. Refined elegance borne by clean lines and understated details result in an 

inviting piece that is as comfortable as it is timeless.

TROpEz | kAjA

Left page: 

Tropez sofa and easy armchair in pale gray with kaja coffee tables and 

end table in whitewash.

Right page: 

Tropez L-sofa and easy armchair in natural finish with Kaja C-table, coffee, 

end tables in whitewash.



ViVO73



A table piece inspired by age old tradition of fine jewellery making, the Curled table 

features lithe forms made possible by incorporating complex hand-bending metal sheets. 

Its antique finish of copper adds to the striking filigree and harmonious balance between 

pure design and artisanal craft.

VIVO

Left page: 

Vivo dining table.

Right page: 

Vivo dining table detail of hand-bended metal sheets.



VOYAgE75



We believe that whenever we fall asleep at night we journey to a world of dreams. 

What better way to travel than in a bed reminiscent of papyrus and reed boats?

The Voyage is made of abaca, nylon and steel.

VOYAgE

Left page: 

Voyage bed and nite table.

Right page: 

Voyage bed details.



WAVE77



With wooden elements arranged in the likeness of an ocean current, Wave is as much a 

sculpture as it is a table. 

Fashioned from solid walnut or maple, its rhythmic sculptural form captures and solidifies 

the undulation of the salty sea into a rhythmic sculptural form-- graceful and profound.

wAVE

Left page: 

Wave dining table with Parchments armchairs in heather beige 

and spa. 

Right page: 

Wave dining table top view with Annika sidechairs.



YiN & YANg79



The first design in the KENNETHCOBONPUE collection was destined to be a classic.

The Yin & Yang incarnates a fusion of opposing elements: geometric with organic, 

pliable rattan with rigid steel, and solid form with transparent volume. 

The collection is a solid integration of material, function and form.

YIn & YAng

Left page: 

Yin & Yang L-sofa and sofa in brown with Nobu coffee tables in brown.

Right page: 

Yin & Yang easy armchair in brown and natural color.
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YIn & YAng

Left page: 

Yin & Yang L-sofa and sofa in brown with Nobu coffee tables in brown.

Right page: 

Yin & Yang bed with Dimsum coffee tables 60 and Yoda easychair 

in lime green color.
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YIn & YAng

Left page: 

Yin & Yang square dining table and side chairs in natural.

Right page: 

Yin & Yang round dining table and side chairs in natural.



YODAYODA85



YOdA

Tapping the natural tension 

of the rattan vine,

 the Yoda supports 

your back and offers 

the comfort concealed 

in the seeming randomness 

of the material.

The rattan grows from the seat 

like tall grass in a field 

on a summers’ day, 

transforming your living space 

into a garden.

Shown left:

Yoda easy chair in red, 

Giza end table 

with Tropez living room set.

Shown right:

Yoda easy chairs in

different colors. 
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YOdA

Left page: 

Yoda sectional with large and medium coffee tables and end table in natural.

Right page: 

Yoda side chairs in lime green and yellow.



ZAZAZAZA89



zAzA

With its dramatic plume and generous scale, Zaza is clearly not your typical chair. 

A whimsical take on nature, the seemingly delicate fronds wrapped in microfiber not only 

provide supple yet ample support, but a theatrical backdrop as Zaza injects a playful 

element to any room.

Left page: 

Zaza side chairs in lime green and moss green in a Freya dining table 

set with Leaf chairs.

Right page: 

Zaza side chairs in lime green and moss green.



ZiggY91



zIggY

A sturdy steel frame and the choice of multiple fabrics for interior or exterior settings, 

ensures that the Ziggy will be a sophisticated focal point for any locale.

Left page: 

Ziggy easy armchairs in plum with charcoal gray.

Right page: 

Ziggy easy armchairs in orange and mustard with brown.
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